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Synthèse de la Vidéo How to build a 21st century Business 

What is a business and how does it work?  The industry in which you compete; the map of a 
business: many of the competitors serve many customer segments / market segments, the 
space between my company and clients: how do we fill it? Difference between B2B and B2C 
with channels of distribution, but many other channels of awareness, of influence, … on the left 
of the picture, they are the people / vendors / suppliers who sell something to your company; in 
between there is the so called Supply Chain. 

Money flows from customers upstream to the channel to you and upstream from you to the 
vendors. The business map: products & services flowing to the right and revenues & pricing 
moving to the left. Difference between invention & discovery.  

All businesses start with an idea but it is not an idea which creates businesses; so what sets a 
idea in motion? Is whether or not this idea constitutes an opportunity; a opportunity is an idea 
set in a context such a window of time “window of opportunity” or a place of geography; this 
context will tell us whether or not the idea is a good or bad idea. We use the 10 questions to 
qualify ideas. Remember : a business means you are providing a benefit to a customer based 
on a advantage that other companies do not have.  

1. What do we do the people need or want  
2. What problems are we solving 
3. What desire are we fulfilling  

 

The answers of that question define the benefits you provide to your customer; it is basically the 
product / services that we have; with only 1 product, you could have many advantages. 

Different type of advantages a business may have: 

- New: creates the desire; but not easy; requires systematic changes and recreate something 
new; not the kind of advantages the most companies want because you are never good 
enough 

- Performance: cars, computers, but slightly more complicated as it seems; if you create a new 
product that improves on the performance which is essentially better and cheaper and 
faster,… it is not enough to be better; because what do you have to take into account are the 
switching costs; so let say you produce cars with better fuel performance; how many gallons 
you need to save to get the price difference; so performance is a high hill to climb 

- Price: most people are naïve and think the price is usually the differentiating and the 
advantage, but in fact it is less often the case, even in commodities; take the case of Amazon; 
Amazon sells books in a attractive price but not necessarily the lowest price as the key 
advantage Amazon has is the efficiency of delivery and ease of ordering; therefore you may 
decide not to  purchase the lowest price book because you feel secured and get 
convenience to order and get it. Sometimes the question of the price is the key factor and the 
question then is where have you placed yourself ? Are you offering the same product for the 
same price or lower price or are you offering a lesser product for a lower price?  
So as long as the price drop is greater than a drop in terms of performance and quality than it 
is a advantage; think of RyanAir is lesser product (service not existing) but price drop is 
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enormous and RyanAir is the master of efficiency; this is a lesser product for an even lower 
price 

- Shared access: relatively new proposition but becoming very popular and it is changing; 
share access to a expensive product to a lot of people 

- Personalization: layer of services; think of personal assistance for shopping: changing the 
experience of doing shopping  

- Design: capacity to marry form and functions (Apple)  
- Brand: needs a huge amount of money and a great deal of time! And a brand is not a logo, 

this is a promise a company is making to a consumer; Nike “Just do it” means Empowerment 
and get freedom to run in a country road,… it took decades for Nike to achieve it 

- Risk reduction:  lower the perceptive risk of purchasing a product; e.g. used cars with garage 
warranty Skoda / Hyundia with 5 years warranty 

- Remarkability: it drives word of month; facebook  
But of course you could have many other advantages, lilke Supply chain prices / processes / 
channels,… 

 


